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5.6. CBFlib: an ANSI C library for manipulating image data
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Table 5.6.1.1. Return values from CBFlib functions

5.6.1. Introduction
CBFlib is a library of ANSI C functions providing a simple mechanism for accessing crystallographic binary ﬁles (CBFs) and imagesupporting CIF (imgCIF) ﬁles (see Chapters 2.3, 3.7 and 4.6). The
CBFlib application programming interface (API) consists of a set
of low-level functions and a set of high-level functions. The lowlevel functions are loosely based on the CIFPARSE (Tosic & Westbrook, 2000) API for mmCIF ﬁles. As in CIFPARSE, the lowlevel functions in CBFlib do not perform any semantic integrity
checks and simply create, read, modify and write ﬁles conforming to the CIF syntax, with additional functionality for working
with binary sections. These basic functions are independent of the
details of the CBF/imgCIF dictionary and can be used to manage
any CIF data set. In contrast, the high-level functions are based on
the CBF/imgCIF dictionary and facilitate writing or reading commonly used entries to or from CBF and imgCIF data ﬁles.
External to a program, a CBF/imgCIF data set ‘lives’ in a ﬁle.
Internally, when managed by CBFlib, a CBF or imgCIF data set
has a simple tree structure pointed to by a ‘handle’ (Fig. 5.6.1.1).
At the highest level are named data blocks. Each data block may
contain a number of named categories. Within each category, the
actual data entries are stored in tabular form with named columns
and numbered rows. The numbers of rows in different columns of
a given category are constrained by the software to be the same.

Error code

Hexadecimal
value

CBF_FORMAT
CBF_ALLOC
CBF_ARGUMENT
CBF_ASCII
CBF_BINARY
CBF_BITCOUNT

1
2
4
8
10
20

CBF_ENDOFDATA

40

CBF_FILECLOSE
CBF_FILEOPEN
CBF_FILEREAD
CBF_FILESEEK
CBF_FILETELL
CBF_FILEWRITE
CBF_IDENTICAL

80
100
200
400
800
1000
2000

CBF_NOTFOUND

4000

CBF_OVERFLOW

8000

CBF_UNDEFINED
CBF_NOTIMPLEMENTED

10000
20000

Meaning
Invalid ﬁle format
Memory allocation failed
Invalid function argument
Value is ASCII (not binary)
Value is binary (not ASCII)
Expected number of bits does not
match the actual number written
End of the data reached before end
of array
File close error
File open error
File read error
File seek error
File tell error
File write error
A data block with the new name
already exists
Data block, category, column or
row does not exist
Number read cannot ﬁt into the
destination argument;
destination has been set to the
nearest value
Requested number not deﬁned
Requested functionality is not yet
implemented

Handle
CBFlib provides functions to create a corresponding data structure in memory; to copy a data set from an external ﬁle to the data
structure or from the data structure to an external ﬁle; to navigate
the tree; to scan, add and remove data blocks within data sets, categories (tables) within data blocks, and rows or columns within
categories; to read or modify data entries; and ﬁnally to delete the
structure from memory.
As is common in C programming, all functions return an integer
equal to 0 for success or an error code for failure. The CBFlib error
codes are given in Table 5.6.1.1.
CBFlib is thread-safe, re-entrant and able to operate on multiple
data sets at a time. This means that the library maintains no static
data and that the object to be operated on must be passed to each
function. In CBFlib, this is accomplished by referring to each data
set in memory with a unique handle of type cbf_handle. The handle maintains a link to the data structure in memory as well as
the current location on the tree (data block, category, column and
row). Before reading or creating a data set, the handle is created
by calling the cbf_make_handle function. When the data set is no
longer required, the resources associated with it can be freed using
cbf_free_handle. Most functions in the library expect a handle as
the ﬁrst argument.
CBF binary data ﬁles and imgCIF ASCII data ﬁles may have one
or more large images or other data sections as values for CIF tags.
The focus of CBFlib is to handle large data sections efﬁciently.
The basic ﬂow of an application reading CBF/imgCIF data with
the low-level CBFlib functions is shown in Fig. 5.6.1.2.
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Fig. 5.6.1.1. Schematic data structure of a CBF or imgCIF data set accessed through
a handle.
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Fig. 5.6.1.2. Flow chart for a typical application reading CBF/imgCIF data.

v
Write out data structures: cbf_write_file

The general approach to reading CBF/imgCIF data with CBFlib
is to create an empty data structure with cbf_make_handle, load
the data structures with cbf_read_file and then use nested loops
to work through data blocks, categories, rows and columns in turn
to extract values. Conceptually, all data values are held in the
memory-resident data structures. In practice, however, only pointers to text ﬁelds with image data are held in memory. The data
themselves remain on disk until explicitly referenced.
The basic ﬂow of an application writing CBF/imgCIF data with
the low-level CBFlib functions is shown in Fig. 5.6.1.3.
The general approach to writing CBF/imgCIF data with CBFlib
is to create empty data structures with cbf_make_handle and load
the data structures with nested loops, working through data blocks,
categories, rows and columns in turn, to store values. The major
difference from the nested loops used for reading is that empty
columns are created before data are stored into the data structures
row by row. Alternatively, the data could be stored column by column. Finally, the fully loaded memory data structures are written
out with cbf_write_file. As with reading, text ﬁelds with image
data are actually held on disk.

Fig. 5.6.1.3. Flow chart for an application writing CBF/imgCIF data.

The data structures ‘behind’ the handles retain pointers to current locations. This facilitates scanning through a CIF or CBF
by data blocks, categories, rows and columns. The term ‘rewind’
refers to setting the internal pointer for the type of item speciﬁed
so that the ﬁrst such item is pointed to.
In general, CIF does not permit duplication of the names of data
blocks or category names. In practice, however, duplications do
occur. CBFlib provides ‘force’ variants of some functions to allow
creation of duplicate names.
In CBFlib, the term ‘set’ refers to changing the name of the currently speciﬁed item. The term ‘reset’ refers to emptying a data
block or category without deleting it. The term ‘remove’ refers to
deleting a data block, category, column or row. The terms ‘select’
and ‘next’ refer to ﬁnding the designated item by number, while
the term ‘find’ refers to ﬁnding the designated item by name.
CBFlib provides the following functions to manage data blocks
and categories:
cbf_set_datablockname
⎧
⎫

new
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
force_new
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
reset
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬

5.6.2. CBFlib function descriptions
All CBFlib functions have two common characteristics: (i) they
return an integer equal to 0 for success or an error code for failure; (ii) any pointer argument for the result of an operation can be
safely set to NULL. The error codes are given in Table 5.6.1.1.
CBFlib provides two low-level functions to create or destroy the
structure used to hold a data set:

cbf_

remove

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

rewind
select
next
find



⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭

_datablock
_category

cbf_reset_datablocks

cbf_make_handle
cbf_free_handle

cbf_count



There are two functions to copy a data set from or into a ﬁle:
cbf_read_file

cbf_

cbf_write_file
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_datablocks
_categories

datablock
category

_name

references

